Post and rail fences had a relatively minor role in England in the eighteenth century, primarily to protect young hedges. However, they rapidly became the most advanced form offences in the new Australian colonies founded in 1788 and later. The key feature is that thinned tenons on the ends of rectangular split rails fit closely into mortises cut in the rectangular split posts. Post and rail fences were widespread but never common because of the high cost, lack of secure land tenure, and ubiquitous use of shepherds to guard against 
had the daunting task of attaining agricultural self-sufficiency with a convict work force that had few farming skills. The landscape bore little resemblance to England: the forests had trees of extremely hard wood, the soils were infertile, the grasses inadequate, and the streams few and impermanent. Somehow, Phillip and his convicts had to adapt English farming technology to develop a system that would provide food and fiber for the new colony. Fences were a necessary component to prevent valuable livestock from straying and to separate stock from crops. Within a decade of settlement, the colonists were using post and rail fences, first recorded in an etching from 1789 (see Figure 1 ).
Agricultural systems that mix grazing and cultivation, like that in colonial Australia, require good fences to separate stock and crops. Selective breeding and herd improvement require stock-proof pastures to separate male and female animals. English fences in the late eighteenth century provided the technological background to fencing the infant colony. Hedges (live fences), with or without additional ditches, banks, and walls were the major English fences. Where necessary, farmers protected hedges with posts and rails, but these were only temporary protection until the real fence (the hedge) matured to become stock-proof. Most of this farming technology from England was quite unsuitable for much of the colony. English hedge plants did not grow fast enough, ditches were expensive, and many areas lacked suitable stone for walls. The more easily constructed brush fence had its advocates but was only short-lived, and it seems to have been uncommon. The settlers therefore adapted to the situation and perfected the post and rail fence, which combined most of the criteria for a good fence: it was relatively cheap, stock-proof, used available material, and would last at least twenty years.1 Previous studies of the history of Australian fences have neglected post and rail fences. A recent survey of Australian agricultural historiography makes no reference to fencing; not an omission of the author, but a reflection of the lack of ongoing interest by historians and geographers in fences. Colonists adapted post and rail fences from the minor position they had occupied in England into a major fencing system in three decades (see Figure 2) . They did not abandon them until changing technology allowed the manufacture and use of cheap iron wire later in the nineteenth century. The post and rail fence remained important, however, as a cultural icon of the rural Australian landscape.2
The first fences the colonists built, used split logs or pales set side-byside vertically in the ground, perhaps attached to a horizontal rail. These originated directly from deer pales (see Figure 3) pales themselves derived from earlier palisades recorded from Iron Age settlements and going back to Neolithic times nearly six thousand years ago.3 While easy to make, these palisades were not stable or self-supporting for very long unless large logs were placed vertically in deep trenches.
Perhaps from the outset of the colony in Sydney, but certainly within a year, the colonists adopted the English practice of reinforcing the fences by nailing a single horizontal rail to the pales. While somewhat stronger than pales alone, it was not until the pales were nailed to two rails running between posts that the fences became really effective. Using two rails meant that the colonists did not have to embed the pales in the ground, thus increasing their durability. They could also cut thinner pales, allowing more to be split from each log. These paling fences had multiple uses. From the eighteenth century on, their most common use was around urban and farm houses to define the house yard rather than dividing the farm into a series of paddocks. However, they persisted well into the twentieth century in corrals. They were also used in some boundary and subdivision fences in central New South Wales as late as 1841: "fields [at Boree Station], enclosed as usual with pales,... and ... the clearing ground beyond was similarly enclosed." The boundary fences on the border between New South Wales and Queensland in 1900 were made of pales. Nineteenth-century observer, Francis Dutton described "kangaroo fences" from South Australia that were fivefoot-high paling fences with a new local name, and farmers also used them in dingo-proof fences in south-eastern Queensland in the 1860s.4
However, these fences used an exorbitant amount of wood and labor. A paling fence with posts eight feet apart, two rails, and pales nine inches wide, around a square paddock of one acre consumed over one hundred posts, two hundred rails, and 1,110 pales. The material and erection costs, plus an increasing shortage of timber, spurred colonist farmers to seek cheaper fences.
Some alternatives to paling fences were ditch fences and brush fences. The former were rare in the colony. Brush fences, however, did exist. These were by far the easiest fences to make by simply piling limbs and branches from felled trees and shrubs along the boundary line during clearing. Although easily repaired by adding a few more branches, they were very susceptible to recurrent bush fires. The earliest record of brush fences is 1824 in Tasmania There is no extant record of exactly who was responsible for bringing the technology of post and rail fences from England to Australia. Perhaps it was one of the officers who had some farming background or who took the trouble to bring some of the current farming books with him. Perhaps it was one of the few convicts with farm experience. Within a few years, those farms that had fences used post and rail, so adoption was rapid, but the design remained unchanged until it was supplanted by the newer technology of wire.
The primary feature of a post and rail fence is that the rails are attached to the posts in mortises, they are never nailed or tied on (other than as later repairs). James Atkinson Rails varied in cross section but were usually in the range two to three inches wide by six to nine inches deep. Consequently, fence workers almost invariably thinned them-using an adze or broad ax-at the ends to form a distinct tenon that fit both rails into the mortise. Both posts and rails were split from hardwood trees (typically a restricted range of species of the genus Eucalyptus, known from trial and error to split readily) using mauls and wedges. Posts generally ranged from eight to ten inches wide by three inches thick but occasionally up to twelve inches wide. Workers cut the mortises with a mortising ax, but sometimes used an auger to drill holes to define the size of the mortise that they then chiselled out, leaving telltale round internal corners in the mortise. Such fences were technologically advanced. They required considerable skill and experience to build properly so that the posts lined up and the fence was solid and looked workmanlike. 6 The major feature of post and rail fences, the mortise and tenon used to fix the rails in the posts, had been evident in English fences. In 1816 the anonymous "Lincolnshire Grazier" described them in fences to young hedges being established on banks:
It was usual,... to provide rough posts for each side of the bank, at distances to be estimated by the length of rails, of equally rough materials; three of which are kept together by mortises in the posts, and thus forming a secure fence against great cattle, the posts being placed at such a distance on each side of the plantations, that the cattle cannot put their necks over to crop them. And when sheep or lambs are put in the ground to feed, &c. furze of loose thorns are drawn into the rails, to prevent them being damaged.
However, the Lincolnshire grazier did not consider the fences sheep or lamb-proof, offering an insight into colonists' adaptation of them for their own particular needs. 7 Another minor, but important, difference between the English and colonial fences was the shape and nature of the tenons on the rails. Geographer Oliver Rackham describes an eighteenth-century English fence as "a park pale of cleft oak stakes: a slightly modernized version of the mediaeval park pale which apparently had only one rail." He specifically mentions the absence of a separate tenon on the ends of the rails. Instead, they were "cut askew" or obliquely to fit into the mortises. This suggests that the colonists adapted the English-style rails by developing a thinner tenon on the ends of each rail. The only Australian post and rail fences with ends "cut askew" are poorly made modern replicas, bounding rural residential estates. 8 The Australian colonists further changed the English design when they found that removing the bark and sapwood from posts extended the inground life. Fungal and especially termite attack was ubiquitous, even for the very hardest of local hardwoods. Charring was used in England, presumably if other preservatives were not available: "With regard to the gate-post, where timber is used, it ought to be either prepared by tar, pitch, or oil-paint, in that part which is intended to be deposited ... in the earth, or by charring. Atkinson concluded his description of erecting a fence with the observation that "these kinds of fences are perhaps, under all circumstances, the best that can be put up in the present state of the colony; if substantially executed, they will stand 20 years, and with a new set of posts, and few new rails, may be again set up for a further term." Atkinson's estimate of a twenty-year initial life has been far exceeded by numerous existing post and rail fences in New South Wales and Victoria, many of which are well over fifty years old and still stock-proof with only minor repair.1 By the 1830s post and rail fences were apparently common in all the southern colonies, and judging from contemporary accounts, they were considered the best fence for most purposes. However, before farmers and pastoralists first erected wire fences in the early 1850s, most properties were unfenced. Fences were expensive, and colonists were unwilling to invest without secure land tenure. Additionally, because of predation by the ubiquitous dingoes, shepherds watched sheep, therefore negating the need for fences. Farmers more often left cattle to their own devices. 12 Tasmania had no dingoes, and many landowners used fences rather than shepherds to control their flocks and herds. The guide carried a number of advertisements of fencing products sold by the publisher S.W. Silver & Co. These included plain and barbed wire (in both black and galvanized finishes) and iron fences. The advertisements for barbed wire show how quickly this improved technology was imported into the colony, as an effective barbed wire was first patented in the United States in 1874, just a few years before publication. The iron fences were robust structures with solid posts and rods rather than wire. These would have been more suited to well-developed farms of England (or to estates of wealthy squatters) than the paddocks of most farmers or pastoralists in the colony, but they show the range of fences available to colonial agriculturalists at the time. 31 Another magazine that promoted wire fencing was the national Aus- 
